
L. Donatiello & R. Nelson, Eds., Performance Evaluation of Computerand Communication Systems, Springer-Verlag, 1993, pp. 630-650.ANALYSIS AND CONTROL OF POLLINGSYSTEMSUri YechialiDepartment of Statistics & Operations Research, School of Mathematical Sciences,Sackler Faculty of Exact Sciences, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv 69978, IsraelEmail: uriy@math.tau.ac.ilAbstract. We present methods for analyzing continuous-time multi-channel queueing systems with Gated, Exhaustive, or Globally-Gatedservice regimes, and with Cyclic, Hamiltonian or Elevator-type pollingmechanisms. We discuss issues of dynamically controlling the server's or-der of visits to the channels, and derive easily implementable index-typerules that optimize system's performance. Future directions of researchare indicated.Keywords: Multi-channel queueing systems, polling, gated, exhaustive,globally-gated, conservation laws, Hamiltonian tours, Elevator polling,dynamic control.1 IntroductionQueueing systems consisting of N queues (channels) served by a single serverwhich incurs switch-over periods when moving from one channel to anotherhave been widely studied in the literature and used as a central model for theanalysis of a wide variety of applications in the areas of computer networks,telecommunication systems, multiple access protocols, multiplexing schemes inISDNs, reader-head's movements in a computer's hard disk, exible manufactur-ing systems, road tra�c control, repair problems and the like. Very often suchapplications (e.g. Token Ring networks in which N stations attempt to transmittheir messages by sharing a single transmission line) are modeled as a pollingsystem where the server visits the channels in a cyclic routine or according toan arbitrary polling table.In many of these applications, as well as in most polling models, it is cus-tomary to control the amount of service given to each queue during the server'svisit. Common service policies are the Exhaustive, Gated and Limited regimes.Under the Exhaustive regime, at each visit the server attends the queue untilit becomes completely empty, and only then is the server allowed to move on.Under the Gated regime, all (and only) customers (packets, jobs) present whenthe server starts visiting (polls) the queue are served during the visit, while cus-tomers arriving when the queue is attended will be served during the next visit.Under the Ki-Limited service discipline only a limited number of jobs (at mostKi) are served at each server's visit to queue i. There is extensive literature on630



the theory and applications of these models. Among the �rst works are Cooper &Murray [1969] and Cooper [1970] who studied the cyclic Exhaustive and Gatedregimes with no switchover times. Eisenberg [1972] generalized the results ofCooper & Murray by allowing changeover times and by considering a generalpolling table, i.e., by allowing a general con�guration of the server's (periodic)sequence of visits to the channels. Many other authors have investigated variousaspects of polling systems, and for a more detailed description the reader is re-ferred to a book [1986] and an update [1990] by Takagi, and to a survey by Levy& Sidi [1990].Recently, Globally-Gated regimes were proposed by Boxma, Levy & Yechiali[1992], who provided a thorough analysis of the cyclic Globally-Gated (GG)scheme. Under the Globally-Gated regime the server uses the instant of cyclebeginning as a reference point of time, and serves in each queue only those jobsthat were present there at the cycle-beginning.A special, yet important, polling mechanism is the so-called Elevator (orscan)-type (cf. Shoham & Yechiali [1992], Altman, Khamisy & Yechiali [1992]):instead of moving cyclically through the channels, the server �rst visits thequeues in one direction, i.e. in the order 1; 2; : : : ; N (`up' cycle) and then reversesits orientation and serves the channels in the opposite direction (`down' cycle).Then it changes direction again, and keeps moving in this manner back and forth.This type of service regime is encountered in many applications, e.g. it models acommon scheme of addressing a hard disk for writing (or reading) informationon (or from) di�erent tracks. Among its advantages is that it saves the returnwalking time from channel N to channel 1.All the above models studied open systems with external arrivals, where jobsexit the system after service completion. Altman & Yechiali [1992] studied aclosed system in which the number of jobs is �xed. They analyzed the Gated,Exhaustive, Mixed and Globally-Gated regimes and derived measures for sys-tem's performance.One of the main tools used in the analysis of polling systems is the derivationof a set of multi-dimensional Probability Generating Functions (PGSi's) of thenumber of jobs present in the various channels at a polling instant to queue i(i = 1; 2; : : : ; N ). The common method is to derive PGFi+1 in terms of PGFiand from the set ofN (implicit) dependent equations in the unknown PGFi's onecan obtain expressions which allow for numerical calculation of the mean queuesize or mean waiting time at each queue. The Globally-Gated regime standsout among the various disciplines as it yields a closed-form analysis and leads toexplicit expressions for performance measures, such as mean and second momentof waiting time at each queue, as well as the Laplace-Stieltjes Transform (LST)of the cycle duration.Most of the work on polling systems has been concentrated on obtainingequilibriummean-value or approximate results for the various service disciplines.Browne & Yechiali [1989a], [1989b] were the �rst to obtain dynamic controlpolicies for systems under the Exhaustive, Gated or Mixed service regimes. Atthe beginning of each cycle the server decides on a new Hamiltonian tour and631



visits the channels accordingly. Browne & Yechiali showed that if the objective isto minimize (or maximize) cycle-duration, then an index-type rule applies. Sucha rule makes it extremely easy for practical implementations. For the Globally-Gated regime Boxma, Levy & Yechiali [1992] showed that minimizing weightedwaiting costs for each cycle individually , minimizes the long-run average weightedwaiting costs of all customers in the system. A surprising result holds for theGlobally-Gated Elevator-type mechanism (Altman, Khamisy & Yechiali [1992]):mean waiting times in all channels are the same.In this tutorial we present and discuss (i) analytical techniques used in study-ing polling systems, and (ii) methods derived and applied for dynamic controlof such systems.In sections 3 and 4 we present the basic tools for analyzing polling systemswith Gated or with Exhaustive service regimes, respectively. Section 5 discussesconservtion laws and optimal visit frequencies. In section 6 we address the issue ofdynamic control of polling systems having service regimes with linear growth ofwork. Secion 7 studies the Globally-Gated regime, and in section 8 the Elevator-type polling mechanism is analyzed. Future directions of research are indicatedin section 9.2 Models and NotationA polling system is composed of N channels (queues), labeled 1; 2; : : : ; N , where`customers' (messages, jobs) arrive at channel i according to some arrival process,usually taken as an independent Poisson process with rate �i. There is a singleserver in the system which moves from channel to channel following a prescribedorder (`polling table'), most-commonly cyclic, i.e., visiting the queues in theorder 1; 2; ; : : :; N � 1; N; 1; 2; : : : . The server stays at a channel for a length oftime determined by the service discipline and then moves on to the next channel.Each job in channel i (i = 1; 2; : : : ; N ) carries an independent random servicerequirement Bi, having distribution function Gi(�), Laplace-Stieltjes TransformeBi(�), mean bi, and second moment b(2)i . The queue discipline determines howmany jobs are to be served in each channel. The disciplines most often studied arethe Exhaustive, Gated and Limited service regimes. To illustrate these regimes,assume the server arrives to channel i to �nd mi jobs (customers) waiting. Underthe Exhaustive regime, the server must service channel i until it is empty beforeit is allowed to move on. This amount of time is distributed as the sum of miordinary busy periods in an M=Gi=1 queue. Under the Gated regime, the server`gates o�' those mi customers and serves only them before moving on to thenext channel. As such, the total service time in channel i is distributed as thesum of mi ordinary service requirements. Under Limited service regimes, theserver must serve either 1 job, at most Ki jobs, or deplete the queue at channeli by 1 (i.e., stay one busy period of M=Gi=1 type). According to the recentlyintroduces Globally-Gated service regime, at the start of the cycle all channelsare `gated o�' simultaneously , and only customers gated at that instant will beserved during the coming cycle. 632



Typically, the server takes a (random) non-negligible amount of time toswitch between channels. This time is called `walking' or `switchover' period.The switchover duration from channel i to the next is denoted by Di, with LSTeDi(�), mean di, and second moment d(2)i . In some applications (e.g. star con-�guration) the time to move from channel i to channel j (j 6= i) is composedof a switch over time Di, out of channel i, plus a switch-in period to channelj, Rj. In other applications, even for a cyclic polling procedure, the switch-intime Rj is incurred only if there is at least one message in queue i (see Altman,Blanc, Khamisy & Yechiali [1992]), thus saving the switching time into an emptychannel.We will discuss here only systems where each channel has an in�nite bu�ercapacity, assuming steady state conditions, and we focus on continuous-timemodels where channel i is an M=Gi=1 queue with Poisson arrival rate �i andservice requirements Bi. The analysis will concentrate on three main serviceregimes: Gated, Exhaustive and Globally-Gated.3 Analysis of the Gated RegimeLet Xji denote the number of jobs present in channel j (j = 1; 2; : : :; N ) whenthe server arrives at (polls) channel i (= 1; 2; : : : ; N ). Xi = (X1i ; X2i ; : : : ; XNi )is the state of the system at that instant. Let Ai(T ) be the number of Poissonarrivals to channel i during a (random) time interval of length T . Then, for theGated service regime, the evolution of the state of the system is given byXji+1 = 8>><>>:Xji +Aj�PXiik=1Bik +Di� ; j 6= iAi�PXiik=1Bik +Di� ; j = i (1)where Bik are all distributed as Bi.One of the basic tools of analysis is to derive the multidimensionalProbabilityGenerating Function (PGFi) of the state of the system at the polling instant tochannel i (i = 1; 2; : : : ; N ). PGFi is de�ned asGi(z) = Gi(z1; z2; : : : ; zi�1; zi; zi+1; : : : ; zN ) = E� NYj=1 zXjij � : (2)Then, for the Gated regime, while using (1),Gi+1(z) = E� NYj=1 zXji+1j �= EXi 264 NYj=1j 6=i zXjij E� NYj=1 zAj (PXiik=1 Bik)j ���� Xi�375 �E� NYj=1 zAj (Di)j � (3)633



For a Poisson random variable Aj(T ), and with eT (�) denoting the Laplace-Stieltjes Transform (LST) of T , we haveE[zAj(T )j ] = ET [e��j(1�zj)T ] = eT ��j(1 � zj)�and E� NYj=1 zAj (T )j � = eT� NXj=1�j(1� zj)� :ThereforeGi+1(z) = EXi 264 NYj=1j 6=i zXjij � eBi� NXj=1 �j(1� zj)��Xii375 � eDi� NXj=1 �j(1� zj)� :Thus, for i = 1; 2; : : : ; N � 1; N (where we take N + 1 as 1)Gi+1(z)=Gi0@z1; z2; : : : ; zi�1; eBi� NXj=1 �j(1�zj)�; zi+1; : : : ; zN1A� eDi� NXj=1 �j(1�zj)�(4)Equations (4) de�ne a set of N relations between the various PGFs which areused to derive moments of the variables Xji , as follows.Moments The mean number of messages, fi(j) = E(Xji ), present in channel jat a polling instant to channel i is obtained by taking derivatives of the PGFs,where fi(j) = E(Xji ) = @Gi(z)@zj ����z=1 (5)A set N2 linear equations in �fi(j) : i; j = 1; 2; : : : ; N	 determines their values:fi+1(j) = � fi(j) + �jbifi(i) + �jdi j 6= i�ibifi(i) + �idi j = i (6)Indeed, equations (6) could be obtained directly from (1).Set �k = �kbk, � =PNk=1 �k, d =PNk=1 dk. Then, the solution of (6) is givenby fi(j) = 8<:�j �Pi�1k=j h�k � d1���+ dki� j 6= i�i � d1��� j = i (7)The explanation of (7) is the following. It will be shown shortly that the meancycle time is E[C] = d=(1� �). During that time the mean number of arrivalsto channel i is �iE[C]. Also, during a cycle the server renders service to channelk for an average length of time �kE[C]. Thus, the elapsed time since the lastgating instant of channel j (j 6= i) until the polling instant of channel i, is634



Pi�1k=j ��kE[C] + dk�. Within that time-interval the mean number of arrivals tochannel j is fi(j), as given by (7).The second moments of the Xji are also derived from the set of PGFs (4).Letfi(j; k) = E[XjiXki ] = @2Gi(z)@zj @zk ����z=1 (i; j; k = 1; 2; : : : ; N not all equal)fi(i; i) = E�Xii (Xii � 1)�] = @2Gi(z)@z2i ����z=1 (8)Clearly, Var[Xii ] = fi(i; i) + fi(i) � �fi(i)�2.Taking derivatives, the solution of (8) is given (see, Takagi [1986]) as a set ofN3 linear equations in the N3 unknowns �fi(j; k)	.Cycle Time The mean cycle time is obtained from the balance equation E[C] =�E[C] + d. Hence, E[C] = d1� � :The mean sojourn time of the server at channel i is fi(i)bi = �iE[C], and thenumber of jobs served in a cycle is clearly,PNi=1 fi(i) = �PNi=1 �i�E[C].The PGF of Li and Waiting TimesConsider the probability generating function, Qi(z) = E(zLi ), of the numberof customers, Li, left behind by an arbitrary departing customer from channeli in a polling system with arbitrary service regime. As the distributions of thenumber of customers in the system at epochs of arrival and epochs of departureare identical, then by the well known PASTA phenomenon (Poisson Arrivals SeeTime Averages), Qi(z) also stands for the generating function of the number ofcustomers at channel i in a steady state condition at an arbitrary point of time.Let Ti be the total number of customers served in channel i during a visitof the server to that channel, and let Li(n) (n = 1; 2; : : : ; Ti), be the sequenceof random variables denoting the number of customers that the n-th departingcustomer from channel i (counting from the moment that the channel was lastpolled) leaves behind it. Then the PGF of Li is given by (see, Takagi [1986],p. 78) Qi(z) = E�PTin=1 zLi(n)�E(Ti) : (9)As Li(n) = Xii � n+ Ai�Pnk=1Bik�, the evaluation of the expression for Qi(z)becomesQi(z)= 1E(Ti)E� TiXn=1 zXii�n+Ai(Pnk=1 Bik)�= 1E(Ti)E�zXii TiXn=1 z�n+Ai(Pnk=1 Bik)�635



= 1E(Ti)E�zXii TiXn=1 z�ne��i(Pnk=1 Bik)(1�z)�= 1E(Ti)E zXii TiXn=1� eBi��i(1�z)�z �n!= 1E(Ti)E0B@zXii � eBi��i(1� z)�z � 1� h eBi(�i(1�z))z iTi1� eBi(�i(1�z))z 1CA= eBi��i(1� z)�E(Ti)�z � eB��i(1� z)��E�zXii�Ti�zTi � � eBi(�i(1� z))�Ti�� : (10)Let Wqi denote the queueing time of an arbitrary message at queue i, and letWi =Wqi +Bi denote the sojourn (residence) time of a message in the system.As the messages left behind by a departing message from channel i have allarrived during its residence time Wi, we haveQi(z) = 1Xk=0P �number of messagesat channel i = k � zk = 1Xk=0 zk Z 10 e��iw (�iw)kk! dP (Wi � w)= fWi��i(1� z)� = fWqi��i(1� z)� eBi��i(1� z)�Hence, fWqi(s) = Qi(1� s=�i)eBi(s) (11)For the Gated regime, Xii = Ti, and thereforeQi(z) = eBi��i(1� z)�E(Ti)�z � eBi(�i(1 � z))��E[zXii ]�E�( eBi(�i(1� z)))Xii �� (12)(see also Takagi [1986], p. 109).As E(Ti) = E(Xii ) = �iE[C], using (11) and (12) leads toE�Wqi� = E�(Xii )2�� E(Xii )2�iE(Xii ) (1 + �i) = (1 + �i)fi(i; i)2�2iE[C] (13)By Little's law, E[Li] = �i�E(Wqi ) + bi�.4 Exhaustive RegimeTo derive the PGF of the state of the system at a polling instant to channel i+1we use the law of motionXji+1 = 8<:Xji +Aj�PXiik=1�ik +Di� ; j 6= iAi(Di) ; j = i (14)where �i denotes the length of a regular busy period in an M/Gi/1 queue, and�ik are all distributed as �i. Then, 636



Gi+1(z) = E� NYj=1 zXji+1j �= EXi 264 NYj=1j 6=i zXjij �E� NYj=1j 6=i zAj (PXiik=1 �ik)j ����Xi�375 �E� NYj=1 zAj (Di)j �= EXi 264 NYj=1j 6=i zXjij �e�i� NXj=1j 6=i �j(1� zj)��Xii375 eDi� NXj=1 �j(1� zj)�Hence,Gi+1(z)=Gi0B@z1; z2; : : : ; zi�1; e�i� NXj=1j 6=i �j(1�zj)�; zi+1; : : : ; zN1CA� eDi� NXj=1 �j(1�zj)�(15)To get the N2 values of fi(j) one can di�erentiate (15) or use directly (14).The result is fi+1(j) = � fi(j) + �jE(�i)fi(i) + �jdi j 6= i�jdi j = i (16)where E(�i) = bi=(1 � �i) is the mean duration of a regular busy period atchannel i.The solution of (16) isfi(j) = 8><>:�j�Pi�1k=j+1 �k � d1���+Pi�1k=j dk� j 6= i�i(1� �i)� d1��� j = i (17)The interpretation of (17) is the following. The mean cycle time is againE[C] = d=(1 � �), which is derived from the same balance equation as for theGated regime. The fraction of time that the server stays at channel i is �i,hence, during the time interval since the server leaves (an empty) channel iuntil it arrives there again, the mean number of accumulated messages at i is�i(1 � �i)E[C]. For channel j 6= i, the total switchover times from the momentthe server last exited the channel until it enters channel i is Pi�1k=j dk, and themean time spent in each of the channels k = j + 1; j + 2; ; : : : ; i � 1, is �kE[C].Thus, the expected number of jobs accumulated at channel j when the serverpolls channel i is given by �j�Pi�1k=j dk +Pi�1k=j+1 �k� d1����. The PGF of thenumber of messages at channel i can be obtained by using result (10). For theExhaustive case, the number of customers served during a visit to channel i isTi = Xii +Ai�PXiik=1�ik�, so that E(Ti) = fi(i)+ �ifi(i)E(�i) = fi(i)=(1� �i),and by using (17), E(Ti) = �iE[C]. 637



The PGF of the number of messages at channel i at an arbitrary point oftime is given by Takagi [1986], p. 79:Qi(z) = 1�iE[C] � eBi��i(1� z)�z � eBi��i(1� z)� �E[zXii ]� 1� (18)The mean number of messages at channel i and the mean queueing times arederived from (18), E[Li] = �i + �2i b(2)i2(1� �i) + fi(i; i)2�i(1� �i)E[C]E[Wqi ] = �ib(2)i2(1� �i) + fi(i; i)2�2i (1� �i)E[C]Again, the values of fi(i; i) have to be calculated numerically by solving a set ofN3 linear equations in the unknowns fi(j; k) derived (see (8)) by di�erentiatingthe PGFs in (15).Remarks on Computational MethodsSeveral numerical procedures have been proposed for computing the meanwaiting times in polling systems with Gated or with Exhaustive service regimes.The procedure mentioned above of determining the mean delay in various chan-nels by solving a set of N3 linear equations is called the Bu�er Occupancymethod. It is of high computational complexity, but can also be applied to solvemodels with switch-in times or with limited-service regimes. A more e�cient pro-cedure is known as the Station Time method (see Ferguson & Aminetzah [1985]).This is an iterative procedure which has been applied to a number of polling sys-tems, but cannot be directly used for closed networks or for open systems withcustomers' routing. Sarkar & Zangwill [1989] have developed an algorithm forcyclic (Exhaustive or Gated) systems where the mean waiting times are obtainedby solving a set of only N linear equations (thus requiring O(N3) computationalsteps). Recently, Konhein, Levy & Srinivasan [1993a] introduced a Descedant Set(DS) approach which is based on counting the number of descedants generatedin the system by each customer. The method can be applied to variations of Ex-haustive or Gated polling systems which are based on �xed order of visits, andcan also be used to derive second and higher delay moments. It is claimed thatthe DS is superior to other methods due to its low computational complexity,even though it is based on the bu�er occupancy variables. In a further e�ort todevelop e�cient computational methods, the same authors [1993b] introducedthe Individual Station (IS) technique which, like the DS procedure, allows forthe determining of mean waiting time at one or more selected nodes withouthaving to obtain mean waiting times at all channels simultaneously. The IS issuperior to the DS for systems with high utilization factor, while the DS wouldbe preferred for systems with very large N .638



5 Conservation Laws and Visit FrequenciesIn an arbitrary single-server system (with single or multiple queues) when nowork is generated or lost within the system, the amount of work present doesnot depend on the order of service { and hence equals the amount of work in the`corresponding' system with a single queue and FCFS service discipline. This`principle' of work conservation yields useful expression which we now discuss.Suppose that no switching times are incurred in our polling system, and assumecyclic or any order of the server's visits. Then it is well known (see, Kleinrock[1975]) that the expected amount of work in the system is constant, i.e.,NXi=1 biE[Li] = NXi=1 �iE(Wi) = �PNi=1 �ib(2)i2(1� �) � W : (19)When switching times are incurred, Boxma & Groenendijk [1987] and Boxma[1989] have derived the so called `pseudo-conservation laws' and showed that foran arbitrary polling system with mixed channelsNXi=1 �iE(Wi) = W + �d(2)2d + d2(1� �)��2 � NXi=1 �2i � + NXi=1 EM (1)i (20)where EM (1)i is the expected un�nished work at the ith queue at an (arbitrary)instant of departure of the server from that queue. Result (20) holds for anyservice regime, and EM (1)i depends only on the service discipline in channel i.For the Exhaustive service regime EM (1)i = 0 for every i, so thatNXi=1 �iE(Wi) = W + �d(2)2d + d2(1� �)��2 � NXi=1 �2i � : (21)For the Gated regime, we use (7) and writeEM (1)i = �(fi(i)bi)�i�bi = �2i � d1� �� :Hence, for the Gated,NXi=1 �iE(Wi) = W + �d(2)2d + d2(1� �)��2 +Xi=1 �2i � : (22)It follows that for the same set of parameters, whenever switchover times areincurred the mean amount of work in the system under the Exhaustive regime issmaller then that under the Gated discipline. Furthermore, expressions (21) and(22) enabled Boxma, Levy & Weststrate (see, Boxma [1991]) to develop `good'visit frequencies of the server to the various channels so as to construct a pollingtable that will reduce the value of the expected amount of work in the system,639



as expressed in (20). For the Exhaustive and for the Gated regimes the visitfrequencies vexhi , and vgatedi are given byvexhi = p�i(1� �i)=diPNj=1p�j(1� �j)=djvgatedi = p�i(1 + �i)=diPNj=1p�j(1 + �j)=djFor example, in a 3-channel case for which the calculated visit frequencies are0.52, 0.32 and 0.16, the approximate visit frequencies are 1/2, 1/3 and 1/6,respectively, such that a (periodic) polling table of size 6 is constructed with theorder of visits [1,2,1,3,1,2].Another approach in the attempt to control and otimize the visit frequenciesof the server to the various channels is the Cyclic Bernoulli Polling (CBP) intro-duced by Altman & Yechiali [1993]. The server moves cyclically among the Nchannels where change-over times between stations are composed of two parts:walking times required to `move' from one channel to another and switch-intimes that are incurred only when the server actually enters a station to ren-der service. Upon arrival to channel i the server switches in with probabilitypi, or moves on to the next channel (with probability 1 � pi) without servingany customer. Altman & Yechiali analyzed the Gated and Exhaustive regimesand de�ned a mathematical program to �nd the optimal values of the switch-inprobabilites fpigNi=1 so as to minimize the expected amount of un�nished workin the system. Any CBP scheme for which the optimal pi's are not equal to 1yields a smaller amount of expected un�nished work in the system than thatin the standard cyclic procedure with equivalent parameters. They showed thateven in the case of a single queue, it is not always true that p1 = 1 is the beststrategy, and derived conditions under which it is optimal to have p1 < 1.6 Dynamic Control of Server's Visits: HamiltonianToursA basic question that arises when planning e�cient polling systems concernsthe order of visits performed by the server. For static order one can think ofa `good' polling table that optimizes some measure of e�ectiveness. Steps inthis direction were taken, as mentioned in section 5, by various authors. How-ever, a more reaching goal is to control the system dynamically , so that theserver will modify its order of visits in response to the stochastic evolution ofthe system. In other words, the general control problem facing the server whenit exits a speci�c channel, is \which of the channels to visit next?". In trying tosolve this problem Browne & Yechiali [1989a], [1989b] developed and formulatedsemi-Markov Decision Processes (SMDP) for the Gated and for the Exhaustiveregimes. They derived a set of optimality equations where the objective is to min-imize mean weighted waiting costs. However, these equations are non-tractable,640



so that one should look for alternative methods. An appealing approach is tolook for semi-dynamic control schemes. The idea is to dispatch the server toperform Hamiltonian tours, each tour di�erent from its previous one, dependingon the state of the system at the beginning of the tour, so as to optimize somemeasure of e�ectiveness.Speci�cally, suppose that at the beginning of a cycle the state of the systemis (n1; n2; : : : ; nN ), where ni is the number of jobs waiting in channel i (1 �i � N ). Assume for the moment that switching times between channels arenegligible. The objective is to choose a path (Hamiltonian tour) through thequeues so as to minimize the expected time of traversing this path. It was shownby Browne & Yechiali [1989a], [1989b] that for both service disciplines { the fullyGated and the fully Exhaustive { this measure of e�ectiveness is minimizedif the channels are ordered by increasing values of the index ni=�i. This is asurprising result, as the index ni=�i does not include the service times at thevarious channels. It is surprising as well that the same index-rule holds for bothservice regimes (although, obviously, the duration of a Gated-type cycle thatstarts with (n1; n2; : : : ; nN ) di�ers from its Exhaustive counter-part starting withthe same system-state).The dynamics of the control are such that at the end of each Hamiltoniancycle a new system-state is observed, say (n01; n02; : : : ; n0N ), and the server followsa new path governed by a new order: increasing values of n0i=�i, etc. This is anextremely simple rule which can be directly implemented. Moreover, supposethat, for one reason or another, there are systems where the objective is to max-imize the duration of each cycle. Then, the index-rule that determines the orderof visits to the channels is simply reversed : the server completes a Hamiltoniantour determined by a decreasing order of ni=�i.To understand the above surprising result Browne & Yechiali [1990] studiesa general scheduling problem with a linear growth of work , as follows.Consider a single-processor system with N jobs waiting to be performedsequentially. Let ai be the initial (expected) processing time requirement of jobi (i = 1; 2; : : : ; N ), called the `core'. If job i is delayed and is started at time t,then its processing requirement grows linearly with the delay toYi(t) = ai + �itwhere �i is the growth rate of work requirement by job i. Consider the processingorder �0 = (1; 2; : : : ; N ), and let Yi denote the actual processing length of job iunder �0. Let Sk =Pki=1 Yi be the completion time of job k under �0 (S0 = 0).Then Yj = aj+�jSj�1. By adding Sj�1 to both sides we obtain a set of di�erenceequations Sj � (1 + �j)Sj�1 = aj (j = 1; 2; : : : ; N ) (23)The solution of (23) isSj = jXi=1 ai jYr=i+1(1 + �r) (j = 1; 2; : : : ; N ) (24)641



so that the makespan is SN = SN (�0) =PNi=1 aiQNr=i+1(1 + �r).The objective is to �nd a visit order � that minimizes the makespan SN (�)over all n! possible permutations �.Consider now the processing sequence �1 = (1; 2; : : : ; j � 1; j + 1; j; j +2; : : : ; N ), where the order of jobs j and j + 1 is interchanged. The correspond-ing makespan is SN (�1). Then, it is easy to show that SN (�0) < SN (�1) i�aj=�j < aj+1=�j+1. That is, the makespan is minimized (maximized) if we pro-cess the jobs in an increasing (decreasing) order of the ratio index ai=�i, i.e.,`core' divided by `growth rate'.Consider again the Gated regime. If (n1; n2; : : : ; nN ) is the state of the systemat the start of the Hamiltonian tour, then ai = nibi. The growth rate (i.e., theamount of work owing to channel i per unit of time) is �i. Hence,ai�i = nibi�ibi = ni�i :For the Exhaustive regime, ai = niE(�i) = ni� bi1��i �, whereas �i = �i1��i (theduration of time that the server has to stay in channel i grows linearly at a rateof bi1��i for each new arrival. As the rate of arrivals is �i, we have �i = �i1��i ).Thus, for the Exhaustive caseai�i = ni � bi1��i�� �i1��i� = nibi�i = ni�iwhich is the same index as for the Gated regime.We can now reintroduce the switchover and switch-in times. For illustration,assume a star-con�guration of the system. Recall that Di is the switchover timeout of i and Rj denotes the switch-in duration into j. Then, for the Gated regime,assuming gating occurs after switch-in is completed,ai = nibi + (1 + �i)ri + di�i = �i ;so that ai=�i = �nibi + (1 + �i)ri + di���i. For the Exhaustiveai = ri1� �i + nibi1� �i + di�i = �i=(1� �i) ;so that ai=�i = �ri + nibi + di(1� �i)���i.It should be emphasized that the scheduling principle ai=�i can be appliedto any system with a mixed set of service regimes among the channels: Gated,Exhaustive, Binomial or Bernoulli Gated, Binomial or Bernoulli Exhaustive, etc.(see, Yechiali [1991]). All that one has to do is to calculate (once) �i for everychannel, and then, at the beginning of each new Hamiltonian tour, to calculatethe current `core' ai at each channel. Then, performing a visit tour that follows anincreasing (decreasing) order of ai=�i will minimize (maximize) cycle duration.642



Browne & Yechiali [1991] further employed the above ideas to achieve dy-namic scheduling in systems with only a unit bu�er at each channel.7 The Globally-Gated RegimeA drawback both of the Gated and the Exhaustive regimes is that they are not`fair' with regard to the FCFS principle. To help resolve this dichotomy, Boxma,Levy & Yechiali [1992] introduced a (cyclic) Globally Gated (GG) service schemewhich uses a time-stampmechanism for its operation: the server moves cyclicallyamong the queues, and uses the instant of cycle-beginning as a reference point oftime; when it reaches a queue it serves there all (and only) customers who werepresent at that queue at the cycle-beginning. This strategy can be implementedby marking all customers with a time-stamp denoting their arrival time. In itsnature the GG policy resembles the regular Gated policy. However, the GGpolicy leads to a mathematical model which allows for derivation of closed-formexpressions for the mean delay in the various queues. As a result, the operationof the polling system by the GG policy is easy to control and optimize. Asin earlier sections, the system consists of N in�nite-bu�er channels, the rate ofo�ered load to queue i is �i = �ibi and the total system load-rate is � �PNi=1 �i.When leaving queue i and before starting service at the next queue, the serverincurs a random switchover period Di. The total `walking' time in a cycle isD � PNi=1Di. (Clearly, other `Global' versions, such as Globally Exhaustive,can be easily imagined and analyzed.)Cycle TimeAssume, without loss of generality, that a cycle starts from channel 1. Let(X11 ; X21 ; : : : ; Xj1 ; : : : ; XN1 ) = (X1; X2; : : : ; Xj ; : : : ; XN ) be the state of the sys-tem at the beginning of the cycle. Then, the cycle duration isC = D + NXj=1 XjXk=1Bjk :The LST of C is derived as followsE�e�wC j (X1; X2; : : : ; XN )� = eD(w) NYj=1 � eBj(w)�Xj : (25)On the other hand, the length of a cycle determines the joint queue-length dis-tribution at the beginning of the next cycle. HenceE� NYj=1 zXjj � = EC 24E� NYj=1 zXjj j C�35 = EC 24exp �� NXj=1�j(1� zj)C�35= eC� NXj=1 �j(1� zj)� : (26)643



Combining (25) and (26)eC(w) = eD(w) eC� NXj=1�j�1� eBj(w)�� : (27)The mean cycle time is derived from (27)E[C] = d+ � NXj=1 �jbj�E[C] :That is, E[C] = d=(1 � �), as for the Gated and the Exhaustive regimes. Thesecond moment of C is derived from (27)E[C2] = 24d(2) + �2d�+ NXj=1 �jb(2)j �E[C]35�(1� �2) : (28)Let CP and CR denote, respectively, the past and residual duration of a cycle.It is well known that eCP (w) = eCR(w) = 1� eC(w)wE[C]and E[CP ] = E[CR] = E[C2]2E[C] .Pseudo-Conservation lawTo derive a pseudo-conservation law we use (20) and the observation that forthe cyclic GG regime, E(Xj) = �jE[C] andEM (1)j = �j " jXi=1 �E(Xi)bi + j�1Xi=1 di�# = �j j�1Xi=1 ��i d1� � + di�+ �2j d1� � :(29)Substituting (29) in (20) yieldsNXj=1 �jE(Wj) = W + �d(2)2d + d1� ��2 + NXj=2 �j j�1Xi=1 di : (30)Waiting TimesConsider an arbitrary job K at channel k. The cycle age at the job's arrivalinstant is CP . The job's waiting time is composed of (i) the residual cycle timeCR, (ii) the service times of all customers who arrive at channels 1 to k � 1during the cycle in which K arrives, (iii) the switchover times of the serverthrough channels 1 to k, and (iv) the service times of all customers that arriveat channel k during the past part of the cycle, CP . Then644



E(Wk) = E[CR] + k�1Xj=1 �j�E[CP ] + E[CR]�+ k�1Xj=1 dj + �kE[CP ]= �1 + 2 k�1Xj=1 �j + �k�E[CR] + k�1Xj=1 dj : (31)It readily follows thatE(Wk+1)� E(Wk) = (�k+1 + �k)E[CR] + dkso that, for the cyclic GG regime, we always haveE(W1) < E(W2) < : : : < E(WN ) : (32)Boxma, Weststrate & Yechiali [1993] extended the cyclic GG model to the casewhere the server su�ers periods of breakdown, and applied the results to real-world repairman problems where both preventive and corrective maintenanceactions are considered.Static OptimizationLet ck be the cost rate of a waiting job at queue k. Then, the mean weightedwaiting cost of an arbitrary job in the system isNXk=1��k� NXj=1 �j�ckE(Wk) : (33)By substituting (31) into (33) and using an interchange argument it follows thatthe cycle which minimized (33) is determined by an increasing order of the indexuj = 2E[CR]�j + dj�jcjIf dj is negligible, the above index reduces to the index bj=cj, which is the wellknown \c�" rule.Dynamic ControlAn important characteristic of the GG regime is that the order of visitsselected for one cycle does not a�ect the future stochastic behaviour of thesystem. Moreover, any Hamiltonian tour that starts from state (n1; n2; : : : ; nM)yields the same cycle duration C(n1; n2; : : : ; nN ). Thus, if we consider the costsincurred during the cycle by the customers present at its initiation and add toit the costs incurred along that cycle by the new arrivals, then the long-runmiminal cost can be achieved by determining a new optimal Hamiltonian tourfor each cycle independently .The mean total weighted cost incurred during a cycle starting with(n1; n2; : : : ; nN ) is 645



NXk=1 ck�nk k�1Xj=1(njbj + dj) + bk nk�1Xi=1 i� (34)+ NXk=1 ck�kE�C(n1; n2; : : : ; nN)2��2where the �rst term is the contribution to total cost incurred by the customerspresent at the cycle beginning, and the second term is due to the customersarriving during that cycle (see, Yechiali [1976]). The only term in (34) thatdepends on the order of visits is PNk= cknkPk�1j=1 (njbj + dj). It follows (by aninterchange argument) that the optimal order of visits that minimizes expectedtotal costs of the coming cycle is determined by an increasing order of the(Gittins) index njbj + djnjcj :Again, for negligible dj this index reduces to the \c�" rule (i.e., bj=cj).8 Elevator-Type PollingIn an Elevator-type (scan) polling mechanism the server alternates between `up'and `down' cycles. In an `up' cycle it visits the channels in the order 1; 2; : : : ; N�1; N , and in a `down' cycle the order of visits is reversed to N;N�1; : : : ; 2; 1. Thistype of polling procedure is encountered in many applications, e.g., it modelsa common scheme of addressing a hard disk for writing (reading) informationon (from) di�erent tracks. It is important to note that the Elevator-type pollingsaves the return walking time from channel N to channel 1. A comprehensiveanalysis of Elevator-type polling with four di�erent service regimes can be foundin Shoham & Yechiali [1992]. Here we present the Globally-Gated (GG) regimeas discussed in Altman, Khamisy & Yechiali [1992].According to the Elevator-type polling with GG service regime all chan-nels are gated o� at the beginning of the `up' cycle, where the system-state is(nup1 ; nup2 ; : : : ; nupN ), and the server resides in channel i for nupi regular service du-rations. At the end of the up cycle all channels are gated again, the system-stateis (ndown1 ; ndown2 ; : : : ; ndownN ), and the server starts its down cycle, serving ndownicustomers in channel i. We assume that the down walking time from channeli + 1 to channel i has the same distribution as the up walking time Di fromchannel i to channel i + 1. A key observation is that arbitrary up and downcycles have the same distribution, which di�ers from its cyclic GG counter-partonly in that it is smaller by the `saved' walking time DN . Hence, the resultsderived for the cycle time distribution (27) and for mean waiting times (31) ina cyclic GG regime are directly applicable to the Elevator case, with DN = 0.646



Waiting TimesConsider an arbitrary job at channel k. Since all cycles are distributed alike,the job arrives during an up or a down cycle with equal probabilites, 0.5. Hence,its mean waiting time is given byE(Wk) = 0:5E�Wk���� servermoves down�+ 0:5E�Wk���� servermoves up� : (35)The expression for E�Wk���� servermoves down� is given by (31), with dN = 0, whereas,by reversing the order of visits, we haveE�Wk���� servermoves up� = �1 + 2 NXj=k+1�j + �k�E[CR] + N�1Xj=k dj : (36)Combining (35) with (31) and (36) yields the surprising resultE(Wk) = (1 + �)E[CR] + 0:5d : (37)That is, expected waiting times are equal in all channels. This is the only-knownnon-symmetric polling system that exhibits such a \fairness" phenomenon. Anexplanation of result (37) is the following. An arbitrary arrival has to wait,on the average, E[CR] units of time until the cycle (up or down) in which itarrives terminates. Then, it waits until the server moves back to channel k,which requires, on the average (taking into account both directions), 12��E[CR]+E[Cp]�� + d� units of time.Optimal Arrangement of Channels The interesting result that E(Wk) isthe same for all channels, independent of their location, leads to consideringchannels' arrangement such that the variation in waiting times will be small.Let ai = 2E[CR]�i + di (i = 1; 2; : : :; N ). ThenE�Wk���� servermoves down� = E[CR](1 + �k) + k�1Xi=1 aiE�Wk���� servermoves up� = E[CR](1 + �k) + NXi=k+1 ai + dkLet �k = E(Wk j down) � E(Wk j up) = Pk�1i=1 ai �PNi=k+1 ai � dk. Now,�1 = �PNi=2 ai � d1 < 0, �N = PN�1i=1 ai > 0 (recall that dN = 0), and �k isa monotone increasing function of k.One goal is to arrange the channels such that max1�k�N �j�kj	 is as smallas possible. Clearly 647



max1�k�N �j�kj	 = max�j�1j; j�Nj	= max� NXi=1 ai � 2E[CR]�1; NXi=1 ai � 2E[CR]�N� (38)It follows from (38) that max1�k�N �j�kj	 is minimized if channel 1 is the onewith the highest value of �i and channel N is the one with the second highestvalue of �i (or vice versa).9 Future Directions of ResearchWe have presented methods of analysis for single-server, continuous-time, in�nitebu�ers polling systems, and studied several control and optimization problems.Di�cult problems are �nite-capacity models and limited service regimes, forwhich only partial solutions are given in the literature (see, bibliography inTakagi [1990]). A few authors have studied polling systems with multiple servers,and recently Browns & Weiss [1992] investigated dynamic priority rules for asystem with parallel servers.All the systems mentioned above are open, with external arrivals, wherejobs exit the system after service completion. Closed systems should also beinvestigated, and only recently Altman & Yechiali [1992] analyzed such systemswith Gated, Exhaustive or Globally-Gated service regimes.For other future directions of research we state a recent `call for papers' on\Discrete-Time Models and Analysis Methods":\The past few years have seen an increasing interest in discrete-timemodels and their solution techniques. One of the driving forces behindthis area has been new developments in telecommunications, espaciallyin high-speed metropolitan area and wide area networks. Tehcnologicaladvances and user demands have shifted the evolution of telecommunica-tion systems towards integrated networks where information is transferredin small, ofted �xed-size, packets, slots or cells (e.g., ATM networks, high-speed LANs and MANs such as DQDB, etc...), operting in a discrete-timeenvironment. The resulting mathematical models of such slotted systems,crucial for the evaluation of design alternatives and their dimensioning,are discrete-time models. The complexity of the stochastic processes in-volved (e.g., arrival and departure processes) and of the system operationmechanisms (e.g., service mechanism, access protocol, etc...) pose an ex-citing challenge for the development of e�cient and tractable methodsfor deriving the main performance measures of these systems.Papers are solicited on discrete-time models and their analysis meth-ods, in particular on, but not restricted to, the following topics:| Discrete-time queueing models (polling systems, priority systems,multiserver systems, vacation models, etc...).648
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